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Kuramathi Resort, Kuramathi, Maldives

THE COMPANY
The Airclos brand has over 35 years’ experience in manufacturing
enclosure and sun protection systems. From our production centre in
Spain, our company develops, manufactures and distributes a wide range
of products across the world.
How we do it
We are able to design, distribute and install our products anywhere in the
world thanks to our integral customer service:
1. Our team of technical specialists studies and designs the best solution
for each project in a unique and exclusive way.
2. We give technical support to our clients during all phases of the design
process allowing us to make any necessary modifications once a site
survey has been carried out. This service can also be included in the
proposal once the initial project has been defined.
3. Airclos is able to provide a complete installation services, which range
from the envoy of a project manager to oversee the installation, or the
possibility of sending a team of fitters anywhere on the world.
4. All of the above enable our clients can ensure the correct installation of
our systems with a full Airclos guarantee and comprehensive after-sales
services.
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Hotel Lulu Grand Hyatt, Kochi, India

KEY FACTS
Air and water tightness
Our bi-folding doors systems are designed and manufactured using a
combination of aluminium profiles, gaskets and waterproof weather strips
ensuring their air and water tightness.
Our manufacturing process, which utilizes pocket recessed hinges and
continuous gaskets, avoids unnecessary gaps in the system, consequently
reducing unwanted drafts and leaks. Depending on the chosen system we
incorporate double, triple or quadruple continuous gaskets.
Insulation and energy efficiency
Our broad range of bi-fold doors solutions allows the use of engineered
glazing solutions achieving the most appropriated acoustic and insulation
levels for each project (up to 1.1 W/m2K). These solutions are apt for even
the most extreme climates.
The appropriate specifications in these projects enables the systems
to achieve a high level of thermal comfort. This reduction in energy
consumption and the lack of need for auxiliary systems, help guarantee a
minimal ecological footprint.
By the use of appropriate materials we can tailored the influx of natural
heat and light optimising energy consumption.

Continuous gaskets and pocket recessed
hinge

Double, triple or quadruple continuous gaskets
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Kudanil Explorer, Indonesia

Panoramic views
One of the main features of the Airclos bi-fold doors systems is the ability
to create large format systems (up to 3.5 m high and 1.1 m wide glass
panels), achieving maximum transparency and maintaining panoramic
views.
Once opened, the system only occupies 10% of the total aperture,
communicating the interior/exterior space.
Customised opening
We are able to design bi-fold door systems with infinite opening
combinations: The panes can open inwardly, outwardly, to the left, to the
right, asymmetrical or symmetrical opening. Lastly, we are also able to
provide bi-fold doors systems that can be folded in both directions.
Engineered glass solutions
The glass chosen to manufacture each system will depend on the specific
characteristics of each project. The systems can be manufactured
with single or double glazing. Each proposal can be tailored to include
laminated, tempered, acoustic or selective glass.
Apart from the afore mentioned solutions we are also able to provide
other finishes to optimise the technical/aesthetic qualities of the product.

Various glass options
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Laguna Bar, Kuramathi, Maldives

Removable hinge pin
The outer hinges are equipped with a removable pin, which allows the
panes to be conveniently separated, making cleaning possible from the
inside even in the most difficult to reach places.
Fixed and adjustable shutters
As an option, our systems can be installed with fixed or adjustable louver
shutter which can be used to regulate light flow and ventilation. This
solution is particularly useful in locations with high sun exposure.
Accessories
All our bi-fold door systems can be tailored to our customers technical and
aesthetics requirements using elements such as security locks, master
keys, anti-panic systems, etc.

Removable hinge pin

Shutter with adjustable slats
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Iberostar Selection Hotel, Varadero, Cuba

NON THERMAL BREAK SERIES
S35
Slim profile series with double continuous seals, ideal for use in mild
climates or indoors.
S35 MF
Slim profile series with double continuous seals and fixed louvered
shutters.
S35 MO
Slim profile series with double continuous seals and adjustable louvered
shutters.
S55
Non thermal break series, with triple continuous seals. Ideal for both indoor
and outdoor use, particularly recommended for windy climates when used
in conjunction with the reinforcement columns. This combination allows us
to create systems up to 3 m high and a maximum of 1 m wide per panes.
S55 MF
Slim profile series with triple continuous seals and fixed louvered shutters.
S55 MO
Slim profile series with triple continuous seals and adjustable louvered
shutters.

S35 SERIES

S35 MF SERIES

S55 SERIES

S55 MO SERIES
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Hotel Grand Velas, Riviera Maya, Mexico

THERMAL BREAK SERIES
S70 RPT
Special reinforced thermal break series with continuous triple watertight
seals. This RPT systems can offers thermal insulation values (Uw) of up
to 2.6 W/m2K.
Particularly recommended for windy climates when used in conjunction
with the reinforcement columns. This combination allows us to create
systems up to 3 m high and a maximum of 1 m wide per panes.
S72 RPT
Special reinforced thermal break series with continuous triple watertight
seals.
The S72 RPT system includes special FOAM inserts within the aluminium
profiles which improve their thermal insulation performance (Uw), reaching
values of up to 1.8 W/m2K.
Particularly recommended for windy climates when used in conjunction
with the reinforcement columns. This combination allows us to create
systems up to 3 m high and a maximum of 1 m wide per panes.

S70 RPT SERIES

S72 RPT SERIES
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Farivalhu Restaurant, Kuramathi, Maldives

S110 RPT
Special reinforced thermal break series with continuous quadruple
watertight seals that allows the use of double and triple glazing.
These special characteristics enable us to achieve an unbeatable thermal
performance (Uw) of up to 1.45 W/m2K.
Particularly recommended for windy climates when used in conjunction
with the reinforcement columns. This combination allows us to create
systems up to 3.5 m high and a maximum of 1.1 m wide per panes.
S112 RPT
Special reinforced thermal break series with continuous quadruple
watertight seals that allows the use of double and triple glazing.
The S112 RPT system includes special FOAM inserts within the aluminium
profiles which improve their thermal insulation performance (Uw), reaching
values of up to 1.3 W/m2K.
Particularly recommended for windy climates when used in conjunction
with the reinforcement columns. This combination allows us to create
systems up to 3.5 m high and a maximum of 1.1 m wide per panes.

S110 RPT SERIES

S112 RPT SERIES
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Folding Doors
Series

S35

S55 – S55R

S70 RPT - 70 RPT R

S72 RPT - 72 RPT R

S110 RPT - S110 RPT R

S112 RPT - S112 RPT R

Material

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Profile finishes

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

RAL | Anodised |
Wooden

Thermal break profiles

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermal insulation values
(Uw)

-

-

2.6 W/m2K

1.8 W/m2K

1.45 W/m2K

1.3 W/m2K

Frame profile thickness

44 mm

59 mm

83 mm

83 mm

110 mm

110 mm

Maximum glazing gaps

9, 13, 17, 21, 24, 35
mm

13, 19, 23, 27, 30
mm

27, 33, 39, 43, 47,
50 mm

27, 33, 39, 43, 47,
50 mm

38, 50 mm

38, 50 mm

Maximum pane width

700

800 - 1000

800 - 1000

800 - 1000

1100

1100

Maximum pane height

2500

2750 - 3000

2750 - 3000

2750 - 3000

3500

3500

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Perimetral profile

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Removable hinge pin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

Upper

Upper

Upper

Upper

Lower

Lower

3

3

4

4

-

-

Flush bottom track
Reinforcing columns

Load bearing
Number of compensating
profiles
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Folding Doors
Series
Glazing beads
Fixed and adjustable louver
shutters
Special shapes

S35

S55 – S55R

S70 RPT - 70 RPT R

S72 RPT - 72 RPT R

S110 RPT - S110 RPT R

S112 RPT - S112 RPT R

Straight lengths

Straight lengths

Straight lengths

Straight lengths

Straight lengths

Straight lengths

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

Corners | Angles |
Curves

Corners | Angles |
Curves

Corners | Angles |
Curves

Corners | Angles |
Curves

-

-

Please consult us for other options not mentioned in this table.
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European Aluminium Systems S.L.
Avenida Europa, 103
12006 – Castellón de la Plana, Spain
Phone: (+34) 964 260 849
E-mail: info@airclos.com
www.airclos.com

